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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an n-dimensional complex inner product space and let 
W = 0” V be the mth tensor space over F’. If 0 E S, , the symmetric group, 
define P(u-‘) : W-t W by 
P(d) v1 @ ... @ v, = V,(,) @ ..’ @ Vu(,) , 
z+ ,..., v, E V. It is a standard result that P(u) is linear; it is easily verified that 
P(m) = P(u) P(T) for u, 7 G S, . Let c be a complex valued function on S, . 
A linear operator of the form 
is called a symmetry operator and its range a symmetry class of tensors. If 
T : V + V is linear, denote by II . T : W - W, the mth Kronecker power 
of T.Then1T~Tv,@~~~~v,=Tv,@~~~@Tv,,v,,...,v,~V.Since 
P(u) commutes with II . T, any symmetry class is an invariant subspace 
of fl. T. Denote by K(T) the restriction of 17 . T to the given symmetry 
class. Now, the map T -+ 17 . T is a representation of the full linear group, 
GL, ; so T -+ K(T) is also a representation of GL, . In [4], Weyl obtained a 
complete list of the irreducible components of the representation T--f I7 . T 
of GL, . All of them have the form T--f K(T) for suitable symmetry classes. 
Schur, Marcus, Mint and others (e.g. [3] and [l]) have successfully 
exploited a particular type of symmetry class to obtain certain matrix 
inequalities. 
* This work was done while the authors were National Academy of Sciences- 
National Research Council Postdoctoral Research Associates at the National Bureau 
of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234. 
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Let H be a subgroup of order h of S, and x an irreducible character of 
degree r on H. Let 
Tx = f c x(u) W> oeff 
and write Vxm(H) for the associated symmetry class. Each 4-tuple (m, n, H, x) 
thus determines a multiplicative map K(T) : I/,“(H) -+ Vxm(H), and 
T -+ K(T) is a representation of GL, . Marvin Marcus has suggested the 
problem of determining all 4-tuples (m, n, H, x) for which T 4 K(T) is 
irreducible. Our result gives a partial answer. The general question is still 
open. 
THEOREM. If x is not linear and ;f V,““(H) # {0}, then T + K(T) is 
reducible. 
2. PROOF 
The inner product, ( , ), on V induces a natural inner product on W 
defined by 
(ul~...~u,,,vl~...~v,)=~(ut,vt),ul ,..., u,,vl )..., V,EV. (1) 
t=1 
We use the following notation: r,,, is the set of all integer sequences 
a = ( 011 )..., cc,) where 1 < ai < n, i = l,..., m; for cr E H, 
if v a1 ,..., v,, E I/, v, = ZJ,~ @ ... @ co,, . Write Txv, = n,*. 
LEMMA 1. The symmetry operator TX is idempotent and hermitian with 
respect to the inner product (1). 
Lemma 1 is proved in [2]. It follows from the orthogonality relations for 
irreducible characters. 
Let e, ,..., e, be an orthonormal basis of V. Since the pure tensors e, , 
01 E rln., > span W, it follows that the elements e,*, a E r,,, span T/,“(H). By 
the hypothesis of the theorem, there is a /-3 E I’,,, such that es* # 0. 
LEMMA 2. For any u E H, jj ea* /I = 11 e& 11. 
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Proof. Using Lemma 1, compute 
te* PO , e,*,> = (TxeBo , Txeao) 
= (P(Q) WY0 q3 ,4 
= (es*, es*). Q.E.D. 
The next lemma follows from a stronger result in [2], but we briefly outline 
a proof because it is crucial in obtaining our main result. 
LEMMA 3. There is a u E H such that es* and es are linearly independent if 
and only if x is not linear. 
Proof. If 
* 
eL30 = q(u) es*, u E H, (2) 
then one shows by the properties of the inner product (1) and the ortho- 
normality of e, ,..., e, , that 7 is a character of degree 1 on H. If x is also 
linear, then 7 = x (see [2]). If degree x > 1, from (2) we have 
2 x(u-l) e,*, = (2 x(u-l> d4) e,* 
= 0, 
since x and 7 are inequivalent. But, 
&x(“‘) e,*, =c XV) T,P(u-‘> $3 oszf 
= : Tx2e, 
h z-e r s*#O. 
This contradiction proves Lemma 3. 
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Since we assume r(= degree x) > 1, pick 7 E H such that es and es* are 
linearly independent. We are going to take a suitable fixed basis E for Vxm(H) 
and show that for all T E GL, , the elements of the matrix 
A(T) = W’% 
satisfy a fixed nontrivial linear relation which is independent of T. 
Let 7& = /I es* 11-l e$ , u E H. Let T : V + V be a fixed but arbitrary 
linear transformation, and set Tei = wi , i = I,..., 71. The construction of E 
depends on which of the following two cases occurs. 
Case 1. The element w$ , p = 7 -l, is a linear combination of va* and v.$ . 
Write 
* 
‘us0 = dlvB* + d,v,*, . (3) 
There are constants ci and ca such that 1j0* and 
Y = cp; + cp$q* (4) 
are orthonormal. Extend zls* and y to an ordered orthonormal basis of VXm(H). 
Call this basis E. In the matrix A(T), 
@WY, ve*); W(T) Q*, Q*); W(T) %‘O*, Y> 
are entries corresponding to distinct positions. The positions themselves do 
not depend on T. Let u& = I/ es* 11-l w.$ = K(T) V$ , o E H. Compute 
Now, 
(5) 
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Substitute F%-%- for u-l. Since x is a class function we have 
= II es* ll-“X C x(o) fi (%-lTtt, 3 es,> 
ocH t=1 
= &‘3*, $1 
= (ue*, dlvo* + d2vi7) from (3) 
= dl(ue*, Q*) + d2(ue*, c;ly - c;%~v~*) from (4) 
= (;i, - d2c;lc2)(u,“, vs*> + d,c;l(u,“, Y). 
Substituting (6) in (5), 
VW) Yl ‘ug*1 = (c# - d2c2c;l) + c,W( T) v+q*, v)g*) 
(6) 
Equation (7) is the desired relation. 
Case 2. The elements v$ , v$ and vP* are lineary independent. Choose 
y as in (4) and continue the Gram-Schmidt process once again to obtain a 
tensor z such that 
z = b,v,* + bp,,$ + b3$ . (8) 
Extend va*, y, x to an ordered orthonormal basis of VXm(H). Call this basisE. 
Then, in the matrix A(T), (K(T) vs*, y), (K(T) vB*, z), (K(T) v,*, vs*), and 
(K(T) y, vB*) are entries corresponding to distinct positions. Again, the 
positions are independent of T. Compute as before 
(K(T)y, v,*> =c&*, $1 + &3*> yy*)- (9) 
Now, use (8) and (4) to write v& as a linear combination of vs*, y, and z, say 
* 
“JBp = k,v,* + k, y + K,z. (10) 
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Substituting (10) in (9), we obtain the desired relation. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
(Referee’s note: By letting T be the identity in the final relation, we see that the 
coefficient of (K(T)?+*, og*) must be zero.) 
3. REMARKS 
The 4-tuples (m, n, S, , x = 1) and (m, n, S, , x = sgn) yield, respectively, 
K(T) = P,(T) and K(T) = C,(T), th e mth power transform and the mth 
compound, respectively. Weyl’s paper shows that T---f P,(T) is always an 
irreducible component of I7 . T and that T -+ C,(T) is irreducible when 
m < n. Of course, x is linear in both cases. The second author has found that 
the 4-tuple (4, n, A, , x), x linear, x + 1, yields an irreducible T + K(T) 
when n is large. He conjectures that the above list of 4-tuples for which 
T -+ K(T) is irreducible, is complete. 
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